# Changelog CMS R7430

**CMS R7430 - New Features and Improvements**

- **Enhanced IPsec Controls**
  We've introduced support for more IPsec options, including IKEv2 and additional cipher suites on the 7000-series and 6600-series Makos. It's now easier to apply a strict, consistent security policy to IPsec tunnels to third parties.

- **Packet Capture Diagnostic**
  We've added the ability to perform Wireshark-compatible packet captures.

- **TCP Port Check Diagnostic**
  We've added the ability to check if a TCP port is open on a remote host. Makos must be running F6101 or newer firmware.

---

**CMS R7430 - Maintenance**

- **CSV Import**: Improved handling of CSVs generated from Excel spreadsheets.
- **Enterprise Templates**: Firewall rules within a given position are now ordered by comments rather than unordered for improved legibility.
- **Enterprise Templates**: Improved warning before doing a Bulk Subscribe.
- **PCI Dashboard**: Display preferences are now remembered across visits.
- **PCI Dashboard**: Fixed several usability issues.
- **UI**: Fixed issue with Next/Prev buttons after adding a new Mako.
- **UI**: Fixed issue with suspended users incorrectly showing as active in Configure: Review.
- **VPN Cloud**: Fixed issue with editing VPN Clouds with remote Makos in HA pairs.

---

Have a suggestion to improve your experience with the Mako System?
We'd love to hear from you: support@makonetworks.com

Please consider the environment before printing this document.